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Abstract 
We suggested in Part I of this study a general ogical formalism for Logic Programming 
based on a four-valued inference. In this paper we give a uniform representation f various 
semantics for logic programs based on this formalism. The main conclusion from this repre- 
sentation is that the distinction between these semantics can be largely attributed to the differ- 
ence in their underlying (monotonic) logical systems. Moreover, in most cases the difference 
can even be reduced to that of the language, that is, to the difference in the logical connectives 
allowed for representing derivable information. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights re- 
served. 
Keywords. Foundations of logic programming; Negation as failure: Semantics for logic 
programs; Nonmonotonic reasoning 
I. Introduction 
This is a second part of  the study of a general ogical formalism for logic program- 
ming (see [12]). Briefly, the formalism, called biconsequence r lations, involves rules 
(bisequents) of  the form a : b IF c :  d that serve as direct representations of program 
rules of  a most general kind, including disjunctive heads with possibly negative liter° 
als. We define first the notion of circumscription of a biconsequence r lation, and 
then construct its nonmonotonic ompletion as a closure of  the circumscription with 
respect o what we call coherence rules. The strength of  these rules depends on the 
language Y in which they are formulated. Finally, the nonmonotonic semantics of 
a biconsequence r lation, SEM z,  is defined as a pair (SEM ", SEM- )  of sets of prop- 
ositions in the language 5¢ that are, respectively, provable (IFA:) and refutable (A: IF) 
in the nonmonotonic  completion. 
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In this part we will give representation f major semantics for normal disjunctive 
(and even more general) programs uggested in the literature. All of these represen- 
tations will be based on the same notion of a nonmonotonic completion and seman- 
tics of a logic program, the only distinction being the language d in which the 
programs are represented. 
2. WFS, D-WFS and static semantics 
If our language L,e contains no connectives, the coherence rules are reduced to the 
case of singular atomic premises or conclusions, that is, to rules of the form 
I~-A: A:I~- 
:AIF- Ik-:A 
where A is a propositional atom. Even in this case, however, the resulting semantics 
gives us the well-founded semantics for normal logic programs (see [31]). 
The following theorem holds for the language without connectives, that is for the 
case when the coherence rules (and the nonmonotonic semantics!) are restricted to 
atomic propositions. We will not give a direct proof of this theorem in the paper, be- 
cause it is actually a consequence of more general representation results given later. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  P is a normal program, then SEMi, coincides with the well-founded 
semantics of P. 
Though appropriate for normal logic programs, such a semantics is surely too 
weak for disjunctive programs, since it ignores, in effect, disjunctive information. 
Hence, a natural step is to extend the language at least by adding disjunction. If 
the language contains disjunction, Positive Coherence is already equivalent to the 
following structural rule (see [11]): 
IF-a: 
:alk- 
(where a is a set of propositions), though Negative Coherence is still reducible to its 
singular variant. It turns out that for disjunctive programs, the resulting semantics 
will coincide with the Disjunctive Well-Founded Semantics (D-WFS),  suggested re- 
cently by Brass and Dix (see [14]). 
D-WFS is definable as the least semantics that is invariant under the following 
'Reduction and Elimination' transformations of a disjunctive program: 
• Elimination of Tautologies': elimination of program clauses containing common at- 
oms in heads and bodies. This transformation can be seen as a 'reductive' version 
of the Reflexivity axiom for biconsequence r lations. 
• Elimination of Non-Minimal Rules: if a rule a +-- b, not c belongs to a program, 
then all rules of the form a, a' ~ b, b', not c, not c' can be eliminated. This is a re- 
ductive version of the Monotonicity rule for biconsequence r lation. 
• The Generalized Principle of Partial Evaluation (GPPE) - see [12]. 
• Positive Reduction: if an atom A does not belong to heads of clauses of a program, 
then all occurrences of A in negative premises can be eliminated. It is easy to see 
that this principle is a consequence of our Negative Coherence. 
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Negative Reduction: I f  a0 ~-- belongs to a program, then all rules of the form 
a +-- h, not c such that a0 C c can be eliminated. Clearly, this principle is a conse- 
quence of the above 'disjunctive' Positive Coherence rule. 
Brass and Dix have shown that the construction of the D-WFS can be given in the 
form of a co~/tuent calculus in which the above reduction rules can be applied in any 
order. It turns out that the construction of the non-monotonic v-completion satisfies 
a similar confluence property, that is, the coherence rules can be applied both before 
and "in the course oF circumscription. This is due to a special character of the coher- 
ence rules in this case that generate a negative xtension of the source biconsequence 
relation (see Definition 3.2 in [12]). 
The following theorem shows that D-WFS coincides with the V-semantics of a 
program. Notice that in this case SEM- contains disjunctions of atoms, while 
SEM atomic propositions only. Though the definition of D-WFS admits also 
pure negative disjunctions (negations of conjunctions) o[" atoms, it is clear that what 
can be actually inferred in it is only negative atoms. 
Theorem 2.2. ! /  P is a disjunctive program, then SEM~ coincides with the di.sjunetice 
well-/bunded semantics (D- WFS)  of  P. 
As a result of the correspondence between D-WFS and the V- completion of a 
program, the relevant reduction calculus of Brass and Dix can be used as a method 
of computing this semantics. In other words, this reduction calculus provides a fairly 
general way of transforming our purely declarative description into a computation 
procedure. 
The above semantics i  also closely connected with Przymusinski static semantics 
of general ogic programs [27] (see [15, 16]). The latter is defined in the framework of 
the Autoepistemic Logic of minimal Beliefs (AEB) which is formulated in the classi- 
cal language augmented with a modal belief operator .~. General ogic programs are 
translatable into this formalism by treating disjunction, conjunction and ~- as ordi- 
nary classical connectives, while not is translated as .~ .  As can be seen, our four-val- 
ued translation is quite similar, the only distinction being the treatment of not. 
Moreover. the construction of the static semantics involves minimization with res- 
pect to objective propositions that has the same effect as circumscription i our con- 
struction (see [10] for details). 
As is shown in [15], the static semantic is stronger than D-WFS. In an accompa- 
nying paper [10] we present a detailed description of this semantics. It is shown there 
that the static semantics of general ogic programs can also be represented as an in- 
stance of our general construction, namely as a closure of a circumscribed b/conse- 
quence relation with respect o the following coherence rule: 
al : ~ c: 
:e lF:  al 
where a~ is either empty or contains one proposition only. As can be easily seen, the 
above rule is stronger than v-coherence, but is weaker than {V, ~}-coherence (see be- 
low). 
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A couple of examples, taken from [27], will help to clarify the correspondence b - 
tween the static semantics and our construction. Let us consider the following (strat- 
ified) disjunctive program: 
Write_Paper_l V Write_Paper_2 
Get_Crazy ~-- Write~aper_l A Write_Paper_2 
Get_Fired +- not Write_Paper_l A not Write_Paper_2 
It is easy to show that the following bisequents belong to the corresponding cir- 
cumscribed biconsequence r lation: 
(1) IF" WriteA~aper_l , Write_Paper_2: 
(2) Write~aper_l, Write,Paper_2: rk ~ 
(3) Get_Crazy: IF C 
(4) Get_Fired: Ib c Write~aper_l 
(5) GetAWired : Ib C WriteA~aper_2 
The first three bisequents give us that the following formulas are provable in 
qF-: Write_Paper_l V Write_paper_2, ~Write4Paper_l V ~Write~aper_2,-~Get_Crazy. 
Now, since the above 'static' coherence rule is applicable to (1) in our case, we obtain 
(6) : Write3Paper_l, Write3Paper_2 qk 
and hence, using (4) and (5) and a purely logical inference, we conclude 
(7) Get~C'ired : c IF 
Finally, applying Negative Coherence to (3) and (7), we obtain 
q~-: Get_Crazy and qk: Get_Fired 
in full accordance with the D-WFS and static semantics. 
The following example, also from [27], is especially interesting in comparing our 
approaches. 
Goto~4ustralia V Goto_Europe 
Goto3Roth ~- Goto_Australia A Goto_Europe 
Save~oney  +-- not Goto_Both 
CancelA~eservation +-- not Goto_Australia 
Cancel ~eservation +- not Goto_Europe 
Now the following bisequents belong to the circumscribed biconsequence relation: 
(1) Ib- Goto_Australia V Goto~Europe : 
(2) Goto_Australia A GotoJEurope :IF 
(3) Goto3Roth : I~- 
In addition, the following bisequent is a consequence of the last two clauses of the 
program: 
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: Goto_Australia A Goto~urope IF Cancel~eservation: 
However, the 'static' coherence rule is inapplicable to (2), because the relevant for- 
mula contains a conjunction. Consequently, the corresponding nonmonotonic se- 
mantics says that we are not going to both Europe and Australia (and hence will 
save money), but still does not imply that we should cancel reservation, as is predict- 
ed by the perfect semantics for this (stratified) program. As can be seen. this is be- 
cause the semantics does not use negative conjunctive information. 
Remark. As Przymusinski himself demonstrates, his modal formalism can accom- 
modate this inference, but to this end it should sacrifice, in fact, the intended 
interpretation of the modal operator ,~ used to translate not. To be more exact, in 
order to allow the inference, we should accept an axiom saying that :~ is distributive 
with respect to disjunctions. Moreover. in this case we will obtain a stationary 
semantics described in the next section. However, such an axiom makes it practically 
impossible to see the corresponding modal operator as an operator of beli~:L since it 
requires, for example, that our beliefs should be complete: for any proposition A we 
should believe ither in A or in ~A. In this respect our representation based on a four- 
valued logic has an advantage that these semantics are obtainable as natural and 
justifiable variations of the source construction. 
3. Local completions: stationary semantics and stable classes 
In order to account for Przymusinski's stationary semantics in its different ver- 
sions, we only need to extend the class of formulas admissible for coherence rules. 
3.1. {V, A }-Completion and 'pure' stationary semantics 
We begin with an earlier version of the stationary semantics, suggested by 
Przymusinski in [26]. In fact, the formalism used by Przymusinski in that paper is 
almost identical with the four-valued logic in the language {v, 7 ,,~}, the only addi- 
tion being that our switching negation ~ (that corresponds to not in Przymusinski's 
formalism) satisfies the rule of double negation. Actually, the language of [26] does 
not allow for iterations of not at all and treats formulas of the form notA (where A is 
a classical proposition in the language {, V,-~}) as new propositional atoms. 
As is shown in the first part [12] (Proposition 2.1), any bisequent can be represent- 
ed by a formula in the language {v, 9 ,,~}. Consequently, any theory P in Przymu- 
sinski's formalism can be directly identified with a biconsequence r lation IFp in the 
language {v, 7}. Moreover, Przymusinski's notion of a minimal model is actually 
equivalent to our notion of a positively minimal bimodel. Consequently, a formula 
A is minimally entailed by a theory P in the sense of Przymusinski (P ~min A) if and 
only if it is provable in the circumscribed biconsequence r lation corresponding to P. 
that is I-%A:. 
The 'official' definition describes a stationary expansion of a disjunctive program P
as any lheory P* satisfying the following condition: 
pc = p u {not  FIE*  , 
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where F is a pure conjunction of positive (respectively, negative) literals. Stationary 
completion is defined then as a least stationary expansion. 
We will call the above notions of stationary expansion and completion pure ones. 
Though Przymusinski remarks in a footnote that the restriction to pure positive and 
negative conjunctions in the definition is unnecessary, we will see that it actually re- 
duces stationary completions to the case of the language {V, A} in our construction. 
Adding conjunction to the language of formulas susceptible to coherence retains 
the previous Positive Coherence rule, but gives a stronger, 'multiple' variant of Neg- 
ative Coherence: 
a:rF 
I~-:a 
Our first result identifies the {V, A}-completion of a program with the circum- 
scription of its pure stationary completion (without the disjunctive inference rule, 
DIR - see below). 
Theorem 3.1. IJ'S(P) is a pure stationary completion of a disjunctive program P, then 
The above theorem says, in effect, that if we will identify the {v, A}-completion 
with a set of formulas in the language {v, 7, ~}, then it will coincide with the set 
of formulas that are minimally entailed by the stationary completion of a program. 
As an immediate consequence, we have 
Corollary 3.2. I f  S(P) is" a pure stationary eompletion of a disjunctive program P and 
SEMp = (SEM +, SEM-) is a {V, A}- semantics of P, then 
• A E SEM+iff  not ~A E S(P) 
• A E SEM- i f fnotA  ~S(P).  
The construction of the stationary semantics for disjunctive programs in [26] in- 
volved also the disjunctive inference rule, DIR, introduced in order to cover the per- 
fect semantics for stratified disjunctive programs [23]. The resulting 'extended' 
stationary semantics has many interesting features that we are intending to discuss 
elsewhere. We mention here only that two special cases of DIR, used in [22] for de- 
fining the stationary semantics, have turned out to be structural equivalents of the 
coherence rules in the language {v, A, L}. However, DIR is used in Przymusinski's 
construction as a general constraint on disjunctive logic programs and hence is ap- 
plied, in a sense, both before and in the course of circumscription. Moreover, con- 
fluence no longer holds in this case. and applications of DIR cannot be restricted 
to the state after performing circumscription. 
3.2. {V, ~}-Completion and ',full' stationary semantics 
In a later paper, [27] (see also [28]), Przymusinski gives another description of 
what he sees as an intended notion of a stationary semantics. It is obtained from 
the static semantics by way of adding an axiom of distributivity of the belief operator 
with respect to disjunctions. As can be easily shown, however, this characterization is 
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equivalent to a definition of a stationary expansion obtained by dropping the restric- 
tion to pure conjunctions and taking instead arbitrary classical formulas. We are go- 
ing to show now that this version of stationary semantics amounts to the case of the 
language {v, ~} in our construction, 
Local negation and disjunction generate an important class of connectives we call 
h)eal ones. These are the connectives that are determined 'locally' with respect o 
truth and falsity and behave classically in each of these contexts. As is shown in 
[I 1], the Positive and Negative Coherence rules in the language {V, =} are already 
equivalent, and each of them amounts to the following structural rule: 
a:l~-c: 
: elF-: a 
The rule can be informally described as saying that any data consistent with res- 
pect to nonfalsity should be also consistent with respect o truth (or that an entail- 
ment with respect o truth implies an entailment with respect o nonfalsity). The 
semantic ondition corresponding to this rule is that a negative part of any bimodel 
should be also a positive part of some bimodel, that is, if (u, v) is a bimodel, then 
there exists (,) such that (v, (J)) is also a bimodel. 
The following definition is a straightforward reformulation of the definition of 
stationary expansions in the framework of biconsequence r lations. 
Definition 3.1. A biconsequence r lation IF-, will be called a stationary expansion of a 
biconsequence r lation I~- if iF, coincides with the least biconsequence r lation 
containing IF and bisequents of the form IF-: A, for all {V, ~}-propositions A such that 
I~ ~. ~4 :. 
As follows from the definition, any stationary expansion L~-, is uniquely deter- 
mined by its circumscription, I~-~. The following theorem gives a characterization 
of such circumscribed stationary expansions in terms of certain {v, ~}-coherent ex- 
tensions of the source biconsequence r lation. 
Theorem 3.3. Let IF be an qffirmatit~e biconsequenee r lation. A biconsequence r kltion 
IFo is a neg;atit'e, {V, =}-coherent and regular extension oJ IF' (/'and onO' ![" there is a 
stationao' e.vpansion IF, of IF such that IF-~ = Ik~. 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we obtain the following: 
Corollary 3.4. IF0 is a nonmonotonic {V, =}-completion of  an qfJirmative biconsequenee 
relation IF iffl~-o = LF~, where I~-, is a stationao' comph, tion q)ClF. 
Thus, the nonmonotonic {V, ~}-completion of an affirmative biconsequence r la- 
tion coincides with the circumscription of its stationary completion. The following 
example shows that the resulting semantics is stronger than the {V, A}-semantics 
even for disjunctive programs. 
r~A.C: : A,B I?D:  
: CLFA: : A ,DI~-A,D:  
:A IFC :  :A ,DH-B ,D:  
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In the {V, A}-completion of this biconsequence r lation the following sets of prop- 
ositional atoms form positive parts of bimodels: {C}, {C, D}, {A}, {A, B, C}. On the 
other hand, the {V,-~}-completion has only two bimodels, ({A},{A}) and 
({C, D}, {C, D}) (and hence coincides with the full classical completion - see below). 
Consequently the latter completion contains I~- A, D: and B : Ik, and hence the corre- 
sponding semantics i more informative than the {V, A}-semantics, both positively 
and negatively. 
A somewhat simpler example showing the difference between the two semantics 
can be given for (affirmative) biconsequence r lations containing negative conclu- 
sions: 
:A IkA :  :C IkB :A  
: BIkA: :B, CI~-B: 
IkA: C : B, CI?C: 
The {V, A}-semantics for this biconsequence r lation is {{A V B}, ~), while the 
{V,-,}-semantics is 
({A}, {~A A C, ~B A C}) . 
In many respects, the {V, ~}-semantics is the largest semantics in our 'classifica- 
tion' having all the good properties a reasonable semantics could have. For example, 
the {V, ~}-completion still enjoys the confluence property (see above), and hence the 
coherence rules can be applied before and in the course of circumscription. In addi- 
tion, such a semantics always exists for affirmative logic programs (see Proposition 
5.2 in [12]). However, there are some seemingly plausible desiderata suggested for 
logic programs that this semantics till does not satisfy. For example, in the case 
of stratified isjunctive programs, it is weaker than the perfect semantics. 
3.3. Stationary expansions vs. stable classes 
Surprisingly enough, the language {v, 7} turns out to be also appropriate for de- 
scribing a semantics of stable classes for normal programs uggested by Baral and 
Subrahmanian [3,4]. 
Stable classes are defined in these papers as sets of sets of propositions S satisfying 
the following condition: 
S= {F(s) ls E S} , 
where F is a Gelfond-Lifschitz operator giving the least model of the corresponding 
Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of a normal program, 
The correspondence b tween stable classes and our construction is based on an 
easily established fact. (cf. [8]) that a pair (u, v) is a positively minimal bimodel of 
a normal program if and only if u = F(v). Consequently, stable classes turn out to 
correspond to certain sets of positively minimal bimodels. 
As the following theorem shows, in the finite case there is a natural correspon- 
dence between stable classes of a normal program and its stationary expansions. 
Theorem 3.5. I f  P is a finite normal program, then negative parts of bimodels of any 
stationary expansion of tkp form a stable class of P and any stable class of P is 
determined in this way by some stationary expansion of Ikp. 
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Note that any stationary expansion of [b is a negative xtension of [b obtained by 
adding some negative propositions of the form ,-~ A to it. I f  I~ is a normal biconse- 
quence relation, the added negative propositions constitute the only constraint on 
the set of possible negative parts of bimodels. Consequently, we have the following 
Corollary 3.6. Let P be a normal program, s a set ot {V, =}-propositions and I~-~ 1he 
least biconsequence r lation containing P and ~ ~s. I f tb ,  is a stationao' e\pansion q/  
IF p, then the stable class generated b)' Ib, coincides with the .vet ~?/ ordinary cla.v.vical 
models of  s. 
As an example, let us consider a (normal) biconsequence r lation generated by the 
following bisequents: 
DI~A:  A:  B, CI~-D: 
C I?B :  B: A ,D IbC:  
It is easy to show that a stationary expansion of this biconsequence r lation can be 
obtained by adding the following set of bisequents: 
Ib : ~A A ~B 
I~: (A A B) ~ (~C A ~D) 
Ib: CAD 
This stationary expansion generates a stable class containing four interpretations: 
{A}, {B}, {A, B, C} and {A,B,D}.  As can be easily seen, these are precisely classical 
models of the following set of formulas: 
~((A A B) +-* (=C A =D)) 
~(c A D) 
in full accordance with the above result. 
Note that the finiteness restriction in the formulation of the above theorem could 
be weakened in many ways. For example, the theorem still holds for head-finite pro- 
grams, in which only the set of all atoms occurring in heads of their clauses is re- 
quired to be finite. This is because in this case also any stable class should be 
finite. 2 In addition, the correspondence between stable classes and bimodels of 
the associated coherent extensions i preserved also in case when such classes contain 
only finite sets. And in all cases the validity with respect o a stable class is preserved: 
An atom A belongs to all elements of a stable class S if and only if it is provable in the 
associated biconsequence r lation, and does not belong to any set from S iff it is re- 
futable (provably false) in it. 
Still. in the infinite case some bimodels of the associated biconsequence r lation 
do not correspond to elements of a stable class (and even to positively minimal 
bimodels of the program). For example, consider the following program: 
e Note that finiteness has been made a part of the definition of stable classes in [3]. 
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A/~-notA0, for a l l j¢ ;0 ;  
A/~-notAi ,  for all i , j  such that i ¢ O and i C j + l . 
It can be shown that the set of all sets of the form {Ai} constitutes a stable class of 
the program. However, the corresponding {%-~}-coherent biconsequence r lation 
admits also (At, At) as its bimodel, where At is a set of all atoms. 
Summing up the above considerations, we can claim that stationary expansions 
can serve as a natural generalization of the stable class semantics to more general 
programs. Note that, since the nonmonotonic {V, ~}-completion of a normal pro- 
gram is also the least coherent and regular extension of I?);, we obtain that SEMp 
contains exactly those propositions that hold in all stable classes. Speaking more 
generally, a reasoning based on stable classes (and stationary expansions) can be 
characterized as reasoning with respect o the circumscribed consequence r lation 
subject to the following constraint (corresponding to a combination of regularity 
and coherence): 
a: I~b: iff : bl~-:a 
Remark. Baral and Subrahmanian considered some 'preferred' stable classes as 
determining the meaning of a logic program. To begin with, they restricted their 
attention to strict (inclusion minimal) stable classes. (The latter correspond to 
maximal stationary expansions.) In [3], the authors studied two possible preference 
orders on such stable classes. In fact, it is possible to describe these orders in terms of 
the corresponding orderings on maximal stationary expansions as follows: 
• [I- 1 ~ ll- 2 i f f ,  for any set of atomic propositions a, a: 1t-2 implies a: IF-l; 
• I[-1 ~ t~1}-2 i f f ,  for any set of atomic propositions a, I~-la: implies 1~2a:; 
This approach clearly indicates a possible direction in which our basic construc- 
tion of nonmonotonic completion could be extended. As it seems, both this and sim- 
ilar 'preference-based' approaches can be accounted for in terms of some further 
maximi:ation principles imposed on the nonmonotonic completion. 
4. Invariant completion and partial stable semantics 
An interesting additional requirement that can be imposed on a four-valued rea- 
soning is that reasoning with respect o truth should be 'isomorphic' to reasoning 
with respect o nonfalsity (after all, both have the same meaning for us in the clas- 
sical case). This requirement can be met by restricting our logical connectives to 
those having identical characterizations with respect o truth and nonfalsity. Making 
precise this latter restriction would lead us to the class of connectives we call invari- 
ant (see [11]). It turns out that invariant connectives are exactly the classical four-val- 
ued connectives that are expressible via {V,~,~}. As we will show now, the 
corresponding nonmonotonic completion will give us a generalization of Przymusin- 
ski's partial stable semantics from [24]. 
It is shown in [11] that the coherence rules in the language {V, 7, ~} amount o the 
following structural rule: 
a: b l~-c:d 
(Invariance) d : c I~- b : a 
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Any {v, ~. ~}-coherent biconsequence r lation will be also called int~ariunt. In- 
variant biconsequence r lations are characterized by the property that if (,. F) is a 
bimodel, then (u, ~) is also a bimodel. Accordingly, a bimodel (,, l~) of an arbitrary 
biconsequence r lation IF will be called inrariunt if (z¢. l0 is also a bimodel of It. 
Clearl~¢, an invariant biconsequence r lation can now be characterized by the condi- 
tion that all its bimodels are invariant. 
The following definition describes the main semantic objects of this section. 
Definition 4.1. Consistent bimodels of an invariant completion of a biconsequence 
relation IF will be called p-stable hinu)dels of IF. 
The following theorem gives a direct description of such bimodels: 
Theorem 4.1. (u, r) is a/>stable hinlodel qf a bic'onsequelzce relation I~ (f cmd onh" i~ 
le C ~' ctnd both (it. r) and (z:, zl) ure i~osilitel) ' nlininlul I~inlodel.s" ~?/' IF. 
The next theorem shows that p-stable bimodels of any normal program coincide 
with its partial stable models. 
Theorem 4.2. ! I  P is ct normal program, then l>Stahh ' himodel,~ q/lFp urc' e.vuclh purlial 
,~Tal~le nlodels O/P.  
The above representation of the partial stable semantics in terms of p-stable 
bimodels makes also apparent its connection with the stable class semantics de- 
scribed in the preceding section. Namely, the partial stable semantics is obtained 
by restricting the set of stable classes to ordered classes containing at most lwo ele- 
naents, 
Przymusinski has also suggested a generalization of partial stable semantics for 
disjunctive programs (see [25]). The resulting cli~sjunctiue purtial stahh, .senluntM~' is 
somewhat weaker, however, than ours. To begin with, the following result shows 
that any p-stable bimodel is a disjunctive partial stable model. 
Theorem 4.3. ! /  P is a disjunctiz,e program, then unr l>.Stahle hinTodel ~/ k t, i,~ a 
di.~itznctiz:e partial stahle mode/~71' P.
The following simple example demonstrates that the two semantics do not coin- 
tide: 
I FA .B :  :A IFA:  
The invariant completion of this program contains a single consistent bimodel 
({A}, {A}) (that corresponds to a stable model {A. ~ B}), while Przymusinski's se- 
mantics accepts also {B} (without negative literals) as another disjunctive partial sta- 
ble model. 
Remark. The difference between p-stable bimodels and disjunctive partial stable 
models is due to the fact that the latter are defined in terms of consistent Herbrand 
models. In fact, the only thing we must do in order to obtain a characterization f p- 
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stable bimodels is to drop the restriction to consistent models in the definition of a 
minimal model, given in [25]. Still, the two definitions can be shown to coincide for 
normal programs. They also give the same results for total stable models (see below). 
It can be shown that any disjunctive partial stable model in the sense of Przymu- 
sinski is also a positively minimal bimodel of a program. However, Przymusinski's 
original definition has a disturbing feature that the resulting models are not deter- 
mined solely by positively minimal bimodels. In other words, they violate the Posi- 
tive Minimization principle. As a result, GPPE also fails. This can be demonstrated 
by adding the following clause 
B: AIF-C: 
to the previous example. An interpretation {B, ~ C} is not even a model of this pro- 
gram in the sense of Przymusinski, though it is a partial stable model of the residual 
program obtained by applying GPPE (the latter amounts to eliminating the last 
clause). 
Now we consider an alternative description of the p-stable semantics. Note first 
that a bimodel (u, v) is consistent iff (u, v) is complete. Consequently, in computing 
the p-stable semantics we can restrict our attention to bimodels that are either con- 
sistent or complete. This restriction can be expressed with the help of the following 
structural rule (see [11] for details): 
(CC)A :A IF B :B 
Biconsequence r lations atisfying the rule CC will be called ordered. 
Recall that any bisequent is expressible by a formula in an invariant language (see 
Proposition 2.1 in [12]). Hence, the set of invariant propositions provable in a non- 
monotonic ompletion provides, in a sense, an equivalent description of the whole 
completion. Note also that a proposition -,~ A is true in a bimodel if and only A is 
false in it. Consequently, if our language contains a switching negation ~, then 
any bimodel is uniquely determined by the set of propositions that are true with res- 
pect to it. Consequently, any bimodel (u, v) can be identified in this case with its pos- 
itive part, u. 
The following result gives an alternative characterization f the set of {V, ~}- 
propositions that belong to the p-stable semantics. 
Theorem 4.4. Let I~ -~~' be the least ordered invar&nt biconsequence r lation containing 
]~_c. Then a {V, ~}-proposition belongs to all p-stable bimodels of IF- iff it is provable in 
I~- ~. 
As follows from the above result, the p-stable semantics i determined by the set of 
all propositions provable in the circumscribed biconsequence r lation with added 
rules Invariance and CC. Furthermore, the next result shows that a brave reasoning 
with respect o p-stable semantics (that is, validity with respect o at least one p-sta- 
ble bimodel) amounts to a 'classical' consistency check in I~ -c~'. 
Theorem 4.5. (1) A {V, ~}-proposition A belongs to some p-stable bimodel of  a 
biconsequence relation I~- iff it can be classically true with respect to IF -c~, that is, if 
A : I~cc: A. 
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(2) A {V, ~}-proposition A is.false in some p-stable bimodel q /a  bieonsequenee r - 
lation I? !flit can be classically J'alse u'ith respect o I~". that is, (1): A I~/ '< 4 :. 
As follows from the results of Przymusinski in [25], p-stable semantics ubsumes 
both the well-founded semantics of normal logic programs and the perfect semantics 
for stratified disjunctive programs. Unfortunately, the following example given in 
[25] shows that it is not always consistent even for disjunctive programs: 
Work V Tired V Sleep 
llbrk +- not Tired 
Sleep ~ not H'brk 
Tired ~ not Sleep 
The static, and even stable class semantics for this program contains 
Work V Tired 'd Sleep, and ~Work V ~Tired V ~Sleep. However, the corresponding 
circumscribed biconsequence r lation contains no invariant bimodels and hence it 
does not have a consistent p-stable semantics. Moreover, an example we already 
used earlier 
I.A.B: 
:AIFA: 
BIbB: 
can also be used to demonstrate that the p-stable semantics may not exist even for 
those disjunctive programs that have a consistent invariant completion. Thus, the in- 
variant completion of the above biconsequence relation has only one bimodel 
({A}~ {B}) that is neither consistent nor complete. Consequently, it does not have 
a p-stable semantics. 
Finally, it can be shown that, as far as {v, ~}-propositions are concerned, inwlri- 
ant semantics coincides with {V, ~}- semantics. 
Theorem 4.6. A {V, ~}-semanties Jor any bieonsequence r k, tion coincides u'ith a 
restriction of  the { V, ~, ~ }-semantics to { v, ~ }-propositions. 
The above theorem shows, in effect, that in computing the set of {v, ~}-proposi- 
tions provable or refutable in the {V, ~ }-completion, we can consider provability in 
the corresponding invariant completion. 
Remark. {V, ~}-propositions can be considered as describing eneralized states in 
the sense of Baral [2]. It remains to be seen how our construction is related to that 
suggested by Baral. 
To end this section, we will consider a relatively simple logical procedure for con> 
puting the p-stable semantics. The procedure is based on an observation that in or- 
der to secure invariance of a biconsequence r lation generated by a set of bisequents 
S, it is sufficient o add to S all 'mirror images' of bisequents from S. 
If  K(IF) is a kernel of a (locally finite) biconsequence r lation IF-, we will denote by 
KS(IF -) the union of K(IF-) and all bisequents d : c H- b : a such that a : b I~- e : d be- 
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longs to K(IF). The following result shows that the resulting set determines the in- 
variant completion of IF. 
Theorem 4.7. IJ'IF Ls' a locally finite biconsequence r lation, then I Fx,(l~) coincides with 
the invariant completion of'rF. 
Applying now Theorem 4.4, we obtain 
Corollary 4.8. A {V, ~}-proposition belongs to all p-stable bimodels of IF if]" it is 
provable Ji'om Ki(IF) using (CC) as the only additional rule. 
Further details on provability in ordered biconsequence r lations can be found in 
[11]. 
5. Classical completion and stable semantics 
The following proposition, proved in [l l], can be used to show that coherent 
biconsequence r lations in the language with all the classical connectives coincide 
with ordinary 'classical' consequence r lations. 
Proposition 5.1. A biconsequence relation is {V, 9 L}-coherent !~" it satisfies the 
Jollowing two rules: 
(Consistenc)') A:AIF 
(Completeness) I FA: A 
As can be easily seen, biconsequence r lations atisfying the above two rules are 
determined by classical bimodels, that is, by bimodels of the form (i, i). This means, 
in particular, that any bisequent a :b lFc :  d is equivalent to a bisequent 
a, d : IF b, c :. As a result, such a biconsequence r lation can be considered as an or- 
dinary consequence r lation, or a sequent calculus. Moreover, in this case the switch- 
ing negation becomes equivalent to the local negation, while L reduces to a trivial 
operator. Consequently, the resulting system becomes identical to an ordinary clas- 
sical sequent calculus. 
The following result shows that the classical completion corresponds to stable, or 
answer set, semantics of general ogic programs (see, e.g., [19 21]). 
Theorem 5.2. Stable models of any program P coincide with bimodels of the 
nonmonotonic completion of P in the Jull classical anguage. 
Thus, SEMp in the full classical language is precisely the stable semantics of logic 
programs, since it contains all the propositions that are, respectively, true and false 
in all stable models. 
The above results imply, in particular, that both brave and skeptical reasoning 
with respect o stable semantics amount, in fact, to a classical reasoning with respect 
to a circumscribed biconsequence r lation. In other words, after performing circum- 
scription of the source biconsequence r lation, we can treat the resulting biconse- 
quence relation as an ordinary classical sequent calculus. Propositions provable in 
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this calculus will be exactly those that belong to the stable semantics, while propo- 
sitions that are consistent with respect o it will coincide with those that hold in at 
least one stable model. 
These considerations suggest an especially simple procedure for computing the 
stable semantics in the finite case. Let K(IF) be a kernel of F- considered as a set 
of formulas in the language {V, ~, ~} (see above). We will denote by K'(IF) the result 
of replacing all occurrences of ~ by ~ in all formulas for K(IF).Notice that K~(I! -) can 
be considered as a classical theory in the language {V, ~}. The following result shows 
that ordinary classical models of this theory coincide with stable models of IF. It fol- 
lows from the fact that the classical completion of a biconsequence r lation is the 
least classical (bi)consequence r lation containing the kernel K(IF) (see Theorem 
3.4 in the first part [12]). 
Corollary 5.3. / /  IF is a locally finite biconsequence r lation, then stable model.s" q/H 
are exactlv classical models of K" (I k). 
As a result, the computation of the stable semantics i reducible to checking pro~- 
ability and consistency with respect o a certain classical theory. 
Remark. In the case of disjunctive programs, the above procedure coincides with the 
procedure of computing the stable semantics uggested by Brass and Dix in [13]. 
The stable semantics for logic programs constitutes, in a sense, a limit case no 
nontrivial extension of it is possible in the framework of our general construction. It 
is also the strongest semantics: if a program has a classical completion, then all other 
semantics described in this paper will be consistent for this program. 
6. Conclusions and further issues 
This study has arisen from an 'abductive' problem of finding a most plausible log- 
ical explanation for existing semantics of logic programs involving negation as fail- 
ure. However, as it is the case with any really plausible theoretical explanation, our 
logical framework has allowed us to discover some new facts and connections be- 
tween existing semantics, and to suggest also new variants thereof. It provides also 
a clear theoretical basis for evaluating future proposals in this field. 
It has turned out that common kinds of reasoning about logic programs are re- 
ducible, in effect, to different kinds of logical, monotonic reasoning in a certain non- 
monotonic extension of the source theory. Recall that in this paper we have used 
only one general semantics for logic programs, more specific semantics being merely 
partial cases obtained by restricting the underlying language. 
Among other things, the representation f various semantics as species of one gen- 
eral semantics uggests an entirely different, more tolerant, view of these semantics. 
Instead of the question what is the best semantics in all cases, we can consider the 
question what expressive means are most appropriate for a particular easoning task. 
On this view, the main question is an acceptable trade-off between expressive means 
and computational cost for a particular context of reasoning. On any choice, we are 
dealing, in effect, with the same semantics. 
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As to the computational cost, our construction shows that the computation of 
nonmonotonic semantics involves only one nontrivial step, namely circumscription. 
All the rest is a rule-based monotonic reasoning. It should be clear, however, that 
this issue deserves a further study. 
Among the vast number of issues and problems that still need to be studied about 
our formalism, we want to mention only two. 
One major issue is what logical rules are admissible or appropriate to use before 
circumscription. If a logical rule is admissible in this sense, it may greatly facilitate 
the computation of the nonmonotonic completion. Thus, the correspondence b - 
tween our construction and stationary semantics can be used to show that { V, ~}-co- 
herence rules can also be used before (as well as in the course of) circumscription. 
Taking another example, the Consistency rule is admissible in this sense with respect 
to the stable semantics (see [8,6]), though the Completeness rule is not. In fact, some 
alternative semantics for logic programs, not described in this paper, can be obtained 
by imposing certain logical rules on the source biconsequence r lation, e.g., Schlipf's 
stable-by-case mantics [29] (see [8] for details). In addition, the issue is intimately 
connected with some current approaches to nonmonotonic revision of logic programs 
(see, e.g., [18,32]), according to which in cases when the resulting nonmonotonic se- 
mantics is inconsistent, we can extend the source program by new rules (e.g., contra- 
positions of some of the existing rules) that would restore consistency. 
Another major issue is that the nonmonotonic semantics can be strengthened in 
many cases by considering only some 'prefered' bimodels of a nonmonotonic com- 
pletion. This approach as been intensively studied, mainly in the context of normal 
programs, but see, e.g., [30], where it is applied to disjunctive programs. As we al- 
ready mentioned in discussing the stable class semantics, many such constructions 
can be accounted for in our framework by applying some general maximization prin- 
ciples to the nonmonotonic completion. 
Finally, as we mentioned in the first part of this study, there is a fairly general way 
of'lifting' our formalism to a formalism that subsumes classical inference (see [7]). In 
this way we can also obtain a representation f extended logic programs containing a
second, 'classical' negation. 3 In addition, such an extension provides a natural 
framework for capturing some recent attempts of 'transfer' semantics for logic pro- 
gram to broader nonmonotonic contexts. See [7,6,10] for some initial results in this 
direction. 
Appendix A 
Proofs of the main results 
We will give here proofs for all the new theorems tated in this part. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We will show that the set of all minimal bisequents of the form 
: blF-c: (where e ¢ ~) that belong to the V-completion of a program P coincides with 
what was termed in [14] a residualprogram for P, that is, with the set of clauses that 
3 Actually, our coherence rules for such languages are strongly related to the coherence rule for the 
second negation from [1]. 
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form the 'final reduct' of P with respect o the above transformations. In order to 
prove this fact, we need a number of auxiliary results. 
In what follows, the elimination and reduction rules characterizing D-WFS will be 
called BD-tran~sJbrmations. 
Auxiliary Lemma A.1. I f  P is redueible to P' using the B1)-tran,~[brrnations, then P and 
U have the same nonmonotonic V-completion. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that each of the BD-transformation preserves the v- 
completion. 
If P' is obtained from P by an application of Elimination of Tautologies or Elim- 
ination of Non-Minimal Rules, then the result immediately follows from the fact 
that P and P' generate the same biconsequence relation (due to Reflexivity and 
Monotonicity). If P' is obtained by GPPE, then the result follows from Theorem 
3.3 in [12], since the nonmonotonic completion is defined as an extension of a cir- 
cumscribed biconsequence r lation. 
Assume that an atom A does not belong to heads of the clauses from P, and P' is ob- 
tained from P by Positive Reduction with respect to A. Then it is easy to see that Lt-p, is a 
negative xtension ofl~p. To be more exact, a bisequent a : b IF- c: d belongs to Ik-f,, if 
and only i fa :b.A Ik-p c : d. This implies, in particular that (u, v) is a bimodel of I~,, if 
and only if (u, l, \ {A }) is a bimodel of IF-p, and hence both biconsequence r lations have 
the same bimodels (u, v) for which A ( v. Now since A does not belong to heads of the 
rules of P and P', the corresponding circumscriptions of both these programs contain 
A: Ik-, and hence their completions contain Ik: A (by Negative Coherence). This means 
that bimodels of the resulting completions atisfy the condition A ~ v. Since !F- I, and 
I~), have the same bimodels of this kind, these completions coincide. 
Finally, let P' be obtained from P by Negative Reduction with respect o a rule 
a ~- from P. Then, similarly to the previous case, it is easy to show that i-re and 
I~-p, have the same bimodels (u, v) for which a n t; ¢ (4, But IF-a: belongs to both these 
biconsequence relations, and hence it belongs to their respective V-completions. 
Consequently, both these completions contain also :all- (due to Positive Coherence). 
and therefore the relevant bimodels atisfy the condition a ~ v ~ [3. Hence both these 
completions coincide, since they are determined by the same bimodels. [] 
As an immediate consequence of the above lemma, we obtain that if res(P) is a 
residual set of clauses for P, then it is included in the V-completion of P. 
A set of disjunctive program clauses P will be called BD-irredueible if no BD- 
transformation is applicable to it. Thus, any residual program, res(P), will be irre- 
ducible in this sense. Note that due to GPPE, any such program should contain only 
eonditional.luets, that is rules without positive literals in their bodies. The following 
result shows that the V-completion of such a program is conservative, that is, it does 
not contain new minimal conditional facts. 
Auxiliary Lemma A.2. I f  P is a BD-irredueible program, then any minimal conditional 
filet belonging to the V-completion oJ'P is already ineluded in P. 
Proof (sketch). For an irreducible program P, let us define a biconsequence r lation 
I~, as follows: 
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a:b l t - , c :  d = e i thera :  bl~-pc: dor l ?eb :  o rdZHe,  
where He is a set of all atoms occurring in the heads of  P. It can be shown that IF, is 
indeed a biconsequence relation (the only nontrivial case is the validity of the Neg- 
ative Cut rule that depends on the irreducibility of P). Moreover, it is easy to check 
that Ik, is a negative xtension of IFz,, and bimodels of H-, are precisely bimodels (u, v) 
of  rbp satisfying the conditions Bee  and t: c_ He. 
We are going to show that the circumscription of IF,, that is, Ik',, is a V-coherent 
extension of Ik~, and hence includes the v-complet ion of P. 4 
Let us check the coherence of IF-[. I f  Ik[ a :, then IF, a :, and hence Ike a :. By the 
definition of Ik, we immediately conclude : a If-,, and therefore : a Ik[. Thus, Positive 
Coherence holds. Assume now that fl-[ :A, which is equivalent to )4-, : A. Then 
A E He by the definition of lk, .  Assume that c ,A  ~ not b is a clause of P where A oc- 
curs in the head. Then : b~e c : and / -e b : due to the irreducibility of P. Hence 
: b )4-, c :. Let (u, v) be a positively minimal bimodel of I~-, such that b C_ ~ and 
c C_ ~. Then A C u, since : b IF-, c ,A  :. Thus, A belongs to at least one minimal bimod- 
el of  Ik,, and therefore A : )4-[. Consequently, Negative Coherence also holds. 
Since I~-, is a negative xtension of It-e, we also have Ik~; C_ Ik~ by Proposit ion 3.2 in 
[12]. Thus, Ik[ is a coherent extension of I~-~;, and consequently it includes the com- 
pletion of  P, since the latter is a minimal coherent extension of IU. 
Assume now that : bib c : is a minimal bisequent belonging to the V-completion of 
P. Then : b Ik[ c : and hence : b Ik, c :. By the definition of Ik, this implies that either 
: b Ike c : or Ikp b :. But if IPe b : holds, we have qk~ b : and hence : b ~lk~ by Positive 
Coherence. Consequently, : blPc : cannot be a minimal bisequent in qkv (recall that 
c ¢ 0). Thus, : b Ike c :. It is easy to show that this can hold only if there is some rule 
co ~-- not b0 in P such that b0 C_ b and co C c. But then : b0 Ik co : belongs to the com- 
pletion of P, and hence b = b0 and c - co, since : b IF- c : is minimal in the comple- 
tion. Therefore c ~ not b belongs to P, and we are done. [] 
Applying the above two lemmas to the residual program res(P), we obtain that 
the V-completion of any disjunctive program P coincides with the V-completion of 
res(P), and that the set of minimal conditional facts belonging to the latter comple- 
tion is precisely res(P). As a consequence, SEM + is a set of disjunctions that are sub- 
sumed by disjunctive facts from res(P), and hence coincides with the positive 
component  of  D-WFS.  Not  also that any nonmonotonic  ompletion is determined 
by positively minimal bimodels and hence coincides with its own circumscription. 
This implies, in particular, that A: IF- belongs to the completion if and only if there 
is no minimal bisequent of the form : b Ik c : in the completion such that A ~ c. Con- 
sequently, SEMp in our case is a set of all atoms that do not belong to heads of the 
rules from res(P). But this is precisely the set of negative literals belonging to D- 
WFS. Thus, SEMp coincides with D-WFS.  [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to show the inclusion of left into right, it is sufficient 
to demonstrate that Ik}ip; is a {V, A}-coherent biconsequence relation including Ik~;. 
4 Actually, r?[ coincides with the completion of P, but we do not need this fact in the proof. 
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If IF-~s/p) a :, then S(P) ~mi~ V a. By Proposition 4.1 from [26] this holds if and only 
if S(P) ~min V( ~nOt a), which implies : a IF-~./p >. Similarly, a : ItJ, i/e > is equivalent o 
S(P) ~mm V(~a) and hence to S(P)~ V(nota). But the latter is equivalent o 
IF-s,/p, : a and hence to I~-~.(p/: a. Consequently, IF-~./p I is {v, A}-coherent. 
Proposition 4.1 from [25] implies also that the stationary completion is obtained 
by adding propositions of the form not A to a program. Consequently, the corre- 
sponding biconsequence r lation I~-s./p >is a negative extension of Iks and hence 
I~'~ C IFs/p~. Thus, the inclusion of left into right holds. 
To show the inverse inclusion, we will prove the following: 
Auxiliary Lemma A.3. The set of {V,~,,~}-t'ormulas belonging to the {v,/\}- 
completion of P is a stationa O, expansion {~[l P. 
Proof. Note first that any {V,A}-completion is a circumscribed biconsequence 
relation (being an extension of IF-};), and hence it coincides with its own 
circumscription. 
Let P* denote the set of {v, ~ ~}-formulas belonging to the {V. A}-completion of 
P. Note that the completion coincides with IF-p.. 
Clearly, P is included in P+. Moreover, if P~ ~min V O, then Ibp, a :, and conse- 
quently :al>s, be Positive Coherence. Hence, P*D V(not~a). Similarly, if 
P* ~ V(-~a), then a : I~-p. and consequently I~s. : a by Negative Coherence. Thus, 
P* ~ V(not a). Therefore P* includes P and {not FIP + ~mi, ~F}, where F is a pure 
positive or negative conjunction. 
To show the inverse inclusion, assume that A is a classical consequence of 
P U {not F I P~ ~,mn ~F}. Then there exists a finite set of positive or negative con- 
junctions ~ such that P* ~mi, =Fi and P t= A(not~) ~ A. Since P is included in 
P~, we have P+ ~ A(notF,)--+A. ButP+ } notF, andhenceP* >A. [] 
Since the stationary completion is a least stationary expansion, we immediately 
obtain that it is included in the {V, A}-completion of a program. Consequently, any 
bimodel (u, v) of the {V, A}-completion is also a bimodel of I~-s+<pi. Hence there must 
exist a positively minimal bimodel (u0, t,) of I~-siP,+ such that u0 c u. However, any 
positively minimal bimodel of Lks{Pi is also a bimodel of the {V, A}-completion 
(since, as we have shown above, the {v, /',}-completion is included in Ikls!r~). But 
any bimodel of the {V,A}-completion is positively minimal, and hence u0 = u. 
Therefore any bimodel of the {V,A}-completion is also a positively minimal 
bimodel of I~.si~,/. Thus, It-~,(s I is included in '1~-I""/. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let I~-0 be a negative, {V, ~}-coherent and regular extension of 
I~. We take I~. to be the least biconsequence r lation containing IF- and all bisequents 
of the from I~:A form I~-0. Due to the fact that IF-0 is a negative xtension of I~-", it is 
easy to show that k~-~ and IF-0 must have the same bimodels, and hence they coincide. 
As a result, IF-, is also the least biconsequence relation containing L~- and all 
bisequents of the form I~-:A from IF-'~. But IF-0 is both regular and coherent, and hence 
IF-' : ill" I~+ ~A :, for any {V, ~}-proposition A. Thus, I~-. is a stationary expansion of 
I~-. This concludes the proof from left to right. 
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Assume now that Ik, is a stationary expansion of Ik. Clearly, any stationary expan- 
sion is a negative extension of Ik. Consequently, Ik~ is a negative extension of Ik c by 
Proposit ion 3.2 in [12]. Moreover,  if Ik~ 7A, for some {V, 7}- proposit ion A, then 
Ik, : A and hence Ik', : A. Thus, Ik~ is {V, ~}-coherent. Finally, i fa  bisequent I~-:A be- 
longs to Ik, ~, there must exist a finite set of  {V, ~}-proposit ions {A1,A2,... ,A,,} such 
that Ik~ -~A~ :, for any l~<i~<n, and : A I ,A2 , . . . ,A ,  I~- : A. Consequently, 
:AI,A2,... ,A,, Ik " : A. As is shown in [10], if Ik is an affirmative biconsequence rela- 
tion, then both IF and IF ~ are {V, ~}-regular. Hence A : IH Aj ,A2,. . .  ,A, :, and there- 
fore A :lk~ At,A2, . . .  ,A,, :. But Ik~ ~A~:, for any 1 ~< i ~< n, and consequently A: Ik~. 
Thus, Ik' is {V, 7}- regular. This concludes the proof  of the theorem. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. In view of Theorem 3.3, the circumscription of  any stationary 
expansion Ik, is a negative, {V, 7}-coherent and regular extension of Ik~. Note also 
that any negative part of a bimodel of Ik~ is also a positive part of  some bimodel of 
Ik~ and vice versa (due to regularity and coherence). Consequently, the above 
correspondence amounts to correspondence between stable classes and positive parts 
of  bimodels of  negative, {v, ~}-coherent and regular extensions of  Ik~. Note also 
that if P is normal,  then any extension of [k~ can be easily shown to be a negative 
extension. So, we need to establish the correspondence between stable classes and 
(positive parts of  bimodels of) coherent and regular extensions of Ik~. 
Let S be a stable class of a normal  program P. Note that in the finite case any sta- 
ble class of a program should be finite, since all its elements are minimal models of 
some reducts of P. 
We define a biconsequence relation Ik s determined by S as follows: 
a :  blkSec: d i f f cNs¢0ordNS ' : / ;0 ,  for any pa i rs ,  s ' f romS 
such that s = F(s'), a c_ s and b C_ 3". 
As we mentioned, a pair (s, s') satisfies the condition s = F(s') iff it is a positively 
minimal bimodel of Ike. Consequently, Ik~ is determined by some set of  positively 
minimal bimodels and hence is an extension of  the corresponding circumscribed 
biconsequence relation, that is, Ik~; c Ik s. 
Now we will show that Ik s is both coherent and regular with respect to {V, 7}. 
I f  a : ,If- s b :, then there exists s ~ S such that a _C s, b C_ ,~. But then F(s) E S, be- 
cause S is a stable class, and we obtain : b~Se : a, since there is a pair (F(s),s) such 
that a C s and b c_ g. thus, Ik s satisfies {v, ~}-regularity. 
In the other direction, if : b )kp : a, then there exists s C S such that a c_ s, b c_ ~. 
But then s = F(s'), for some s' E S, and we immediately obtain a : )4-); b :. Hence, 
{V, 7}-coherence also holds. 
A set u coincides with a positive part of some bimodel of I@ iff u: fl_s ~ :. The lat- 
ter condition means that for any finite sets a, b such that a C u and b _c h, there is 
s E S such that a c_ s and b C ,~ since S is finite, this can hold only if u coincides with 
some set from S. Consequently, the positive parts of all bimodels of Ik s coincide with 
elements of  S. 
Assume now that Ik* is a {V, 7}-coherent and regular extension of  Ik~ and S is a 
set of all positive parts of  bimodels from Ik*. Since P is finite, it is easy to show that 
all bimodels of  Ik* should be positively minimal bimodels of  IF-e (see [9]). Moreover,  
u E S implies that there exists v such that (u,v) is a bimodel of  Ik*, and hence 
: ~ ~* : v and u = F(v). Due to coherence we have v : Ik* ~ :, and hence v E S. In 
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the other direction, if u ¢ S, then u: /+" u. By {V, ,}-regularity, we infer that 
: u )#* : u and consequently there is v such that (v, u) is a bimodel of IF S.  Therefore. 
c ~ S. Moreover.  since (v, u) is a positively minimal model of I~:,, we have c = F(u). 
and hence S = F(S), that is, S is a stable class of P. ZI 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Follows immediately from the fact that the invariant 
completion o fa  biconsequence r lation is determined by all the invariant bimodels of 
the circumscribed biconsequence relation, while all the bimodels of the latter arc 
positively minimal. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will make use of a representation of normal logic 
programs in terms of default consequence relations suggested in [8] (see also [5]). As 
is shown in these papers, partial stable models of a normal program can be 
characterized as consistent interpretations (i,j) such that i is the set of atoms 
provable by taking not j as a set of negative premises, while j is the set of atoms 
provable if not i is taken as a set of negative premises. Using our present 
terminology, this amounts to saying that both (i,]) and (j, i) are positively minimal 
bimodels. Now the result follows immediately from the preceding theorem. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We are assuming that the reader is familiar with a definition of 
disjunctive partial stable models, given in [24]. To begin with, we will gradually 
translate Przymusinski 's key notions into our terminology. 
• A partial (three-valued) interpretation I can be identified with a consistent pair 
(u, v).. where u(r) is a set of atoms that are true (respectively, not false) in I. 
• Recursive definitions of the connectives A, V. ~ (but not ~) ,  given in [24], coincide 
with the corresponding definitions of these connectives in our framework. 
• An interpretation l = (u, v) is a model of a program in the sense of [24] if and only 
if both (u, c) and (v, u) are bimodels of the program in our sense (this correspon- 
dence is due to a special meaning assigned to the connective ~ by Przymusinski). 
• A model (u, ~') is minimal iff there is no other model (u'. F) such that u' c u and 
C t C t7, 
• An interpretation (u', F) is a model of the quotient P / l  of a program P modulo an 
interpretaion 1 (u, v) iff both (u', v) and (F, u) are bimodels of P. 
Now, a disjunctive partial stable model is defined as any interpretaiton l :: (u, r) 
that coincides with a minimal model of P/I .  Making use of the above correspon- 
dences, it is easy to show that this definition is equivalent to the condition that 
lu. c) is an invariant bimodel of the program such that there is no other interpretat- 
ion (t/, v') for which u' C_ u, t:' C_ v, and both (u', c) and (F, u) are bimodels. It imme- 
diately follows from this description that if (u, c) is consistent and both (u, ~7) and 
(c, u) are positively minimal bimodels, then (u, t,) is a partial stable model in the sense 
of Przymusinski. [~ 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. It is easy to show that bimodels of" IP" are exactly consistent or 
complete invariant bimodels of IF-". Note also that if a { V, ~ }-proposition A is true in 
a consistent bimodel (u, v), it is also not false with respect o it (this can be shown by 
induction on the complexity of A). Consequently, ifA is true in all p-stable bimodels 
of I~. it will be also true in all complete invariant bimodels of IP,  and therefore in all 
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bimodels of IF CC. This means that A will be provable in Ik ~'c. In the other direction, ifA 
is provable in IF ~, then it is obviously true in all consistent invariant bimodels of Ik c, 
that is, in all p-stable bimodels. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. As we mentioned in the proof of the preceding theorem, if a 
{V, ,-,}-proposition A is true in a consistent bimodel (u, v), it is also not false with 
respect to it. Thus, it is classically true in (u, v). Therefore, i ra is true in some p-stable 
bimodel, we will obtain that it is classically true in it and hence A : ,~-" : A. similarly, 
if A is false in a p-stable bimodel, it should be classically false in it0 and hence 
: A ,~-~' A :. 
Assume now that A : )4-" : A holds for some {V, ~}-proposition A. Then A should 
be true in some bimodel (u, v) of IF'. But either (u, v) or (v, u) should be consistent, 
and hence be a p-stable bimodel. Consequently, A is true in some p-stable bimodel. 
The proof for falsity is completely analogous, [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We need to show that if a {V, ~}-proposition is provable or 
refutable in the invariant completion, it is already provable or refutable in the 
{V, ~}-completion. In other words, we need to show that adding the Invariance rule 
to the {V, ~}-completion does not change the set of provable or refutable {v, ~}- 
propositions. 
It can be shown (see [5]) that {v, ~}-coherence rules amount to the following 
structural rules: 
[ka: b a :b lk  
b :a lk  Ikb: a 
A k-order on bimodels is defined as follows: 
(u, v) ~ k(u', v) =_ u c u 'andv'  c_ v. 
Then it can be shown that above structural rules correspond to semantic ondi- 
tions saying that bimodels that are minimal or maximal in the k-order are invariant. 
Furthermore, since {V, ~}-propositions are persistent with respect o the k-order, it 
is easy to check that such a proposition is provable in a biconsequence r lation if and 
only if it is true in all k-minimal bimodels. Similarly, it is refutable iff it is not true in 
all k-maximal bimodels. Consequently, adding the Invariance rule does not change 
the set of provable or refutable {V, ~}-propositions, since the restriction to invariant 
bimodels does not change in this case the set of k-maximal and k-minimal bimodels. 
This completes the proof. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. let I/i denote the invariant completion of Ik. Clearly, Ki(Ik) is 
included in Ik i, and hence Ikx,0~ ) C_ Ik i. In addition, it is easy to show that if a 
bisequent a : b Ik c : d is provable from Ki(I/), then d : c Ik b : a is also provable from 
this set (by induction on proofs). Consequently, Invariance is an admissible rule in 
Ikx,0~). Thus, IkK,0k) is an invariant biconsequence r lation containing the circum- 
scription of Ik, and therefore lk / C Ikx,0~). This completes the proof. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. As can be seen, bimodels of the classical completion of a 
biconsequence r lation Ik are precisely positively minimal bimodels of IF of the form 
(i, i). As was shown in [6], such sets correspond to nonmonotonic models of Lifschits 
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Modal Logic of Belief and Negation as Failure (MBNF), as defined in [20]. Then the 
result immediately follows from the the representation of the stable semantics in the 
framework of MBNF, as given in [20]. E1 
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